Near the lower hybrid resonance the power transfer from electromagnetic waves to a plasma cylinder is calculated with the inclusion of electron and ion pressures. Ion-electron collisions are accounted for in addition to the collisions of charged particles with neutrals. Drastic deviations from calculations neglecting the pressure effects occur for plasmas of low electron density and/or small radial extent. Different ranges of a specific ratio comparing the influence of collision with that of pressure terms are investigated.
I. Introduction
In a previous analysis 1 of radio frequency power transfer -from an azimuthally symmetric excitation coil to a magnetized homogeneous plasma cylinder -the electron pressure has been incorporated and its influence in the range of the lower hybrid resonance has been found to be small for conditions of recent experimental interest 2 . This finding, the cold plasma treatment to be a good approximation, cannot be expected in general as pointed out previously 3 . The main object of this investigation is therefore to survey other conditions, to present and discuss situations for which inclusion of pressure effects causes important -even drasticchanges indeed.
The following discussions and numerical calculations are based on a fluid treatment and resultant general expressions for plasma impedances and power transfer similar to those obtained in the preceding analysis. However, non-zero ion pressure is also included. Moreover ion-electron collisions are taken into account in addition to collisions with neutral particles.
II. Power Transfer Relations
Momentum transfer equations as used in I [relations (1)] including collision terms as well as terms due to electron and ion pressure, are taken as basis and linearized with respect to perturbations with time dependencies ~exp{ -io)t). In the following the approximate form of collision terms -sufficient for the situations envisaged in I - is replaced by the exact and complete expressions as given and discussed in the basic study of SCHLÜ-TER 4 . Allowing for increasing degrees of ionization, the ion-neutral collision term V; V\ is rewritten to v in(Qn/Qi + Qn) -Vn), the electron-neutral collision term veVe to ven(gn/Qe + Qn) (Ve -Vn). Consistently ion-electron collisions are included by a term -)'ie (£>eA?i + £>e) -on the right hand side of the ion momentum equation and a corresponding term in the electron momentum equation. Q\, Qe, and Qn are the particle mass densities. It should be noted that the common approach to the collisions with neutrals (as used in I) neglects perturbations of the neutral fluid, in particular the co-motion of the neutrals expressed by Vn . However, the expectations of this to be a good approximation in practically all situations of interest, has been checked numerically by inspection of the exact dispersion relation (with Te =# 0, T\ -0) and of resultant correction terms in the ensuing impedance relations; therefore the co-motion of the neutrals is again neglected in the following.
Combination of the momentum equations with the continuity and Maxwellian equations leads to a dispersion relation of third order in the propagation constant squared, hi 2 , as already given by (5) in I with Vl replaced by ikj_. In order to avoid unnecessary algebraic complexities, the assumption (vje/co) 2 1 is made which is always well fulfilled in the following. Due to the inclusion of ion-electron collisions the quantities ojj, ß-v and A-} (j = e, i) occuring in (5) of I are modified, as given by (A 1) to (A 6) of the Appendix.
The field quantities are now obtained in a manner analogous to that in I. The amplitude of the radio frequency magnetic field strength in the plasma, has three terms:
(1) kt 2 , k2 2 , k3 2 are the three roots for the third order dispersion relation for k j_ 2 with Tx 4= 0. The additional boundary condition required is taken to be (at the plasma radius r = p)
as usually employed (see for example Ref. 3 ). Proceeding similarly as in I the impedance for a plasma of radius p surrounded by a coil of radius s is obtained. The inclusion of ion temperature terms results in the following extension of (39) in I, the structure and meaning of which has been discussed earlier:
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The various quantities involved above are explicitly defined by (A 7) to (A 21) of the Appendix. The power transfer is given in the case of known coil current /@ by Lt=l\Ie\ 2 «.(Zt) (4) and in the case of known coil voltage U by Lt=i|£/| 2 /UZt)/|Zt| 2 .
(5)
Lt represents the power dissipated in the plasma and radiated to infinity. The latter fraction is usually unimportant; if required it may also formally be excluded by rearrangement of the derivation along the lines indicated in I.
III. Modifications due to Pressure Effects
In order to discuss the domain of strong -and complementarily of weak -pressure influence initially the ion pressure shall be neglected (p; = 0). This allows a direct connection to the findings of I and a more systematic procedure. The modifications due to finite pi shall be considered subsequently.
Weak Pressure Influence
The power transfer in the range of the lower hybrid resonance resulting from the above warm plasma treatment -accounting for finite pe -is virtually identical to that resulting from the cold plasma treatment neglecting pe, provided the relation kCI-p > n (6) characterizing the occurrence of radial eigenmodes 5 , and the relation
signifying the predominance of collision terms over pressure terms 6 ' 7 , are fulfilled. These two conditions and their consequences are discussed in more details in the following. They can be ascertained by inspection of the leading terms of (3) 
neglecting @e compared to £), and vm 2 compared to OJ 2 . Analysis of the dispersion relation shows that the collision frequencies occur in the above grouping at the decisive places 5 ' 7 .
As will be demonstrated, relation (6) is generally more important than relation (7). The former relation ensures the appearance of geometrical coupling resonances connected with radial modes as predicted by the cold plasma treatment. The occurrence of these modes and the resulting maxima of power transfer is the significant and dominant feature of plasma behavior in the range of the lower hybrid frequency (within the frame work of theoretical treatment considered here); these power maxima occur in the vicinity of the lower hybrid frequency with o) < coLH . Situations fulfilling conditions (6) and (7) -with pe 4= 0, p; = 0 -are illustrated by Figures  1 and 2 . Dotted curves always represent comparative calculations of the cold plasma approach (Pe = Pi = 0). In all figures the abscissa always represents (üi QA^'/co, and the coil width is 5 cm. Singly ionized hydrogen plasma is considered in consistence with the experimental objectives. In the case of constant current IQ of the excitation coil (Fig. 1) the minima of /o(&cp) ar e responsible for the power maxima ("free oscillations"), whereas for the case of the coil voltage U being considered to be constant (Fig. 2) , the minima of J1(kcp) are related to the power maxima ("forced oscillations"). The latter behavior is due to the drastic changes of U/Ie = Z with kc p. It transforms towards the behavior of constant IQ , when the gap between excitation coil and plasma column s -p grows from zero to a sizeable fraction of p (Fig. 3) . Relation (7) is a necessary and sufficient condition so that one of the roots of ki 2 is virtually identical with k 2 (single solution for pe = 0) not only for co < coLH and co > COLH > but even in the immediate vicinity of the lower hybrid frequency, i. e. for cOÄitOLH. As f ar as the power transfer is concerned, violations of relation (7) •10 13 cm" 3 , Ae=2-10 12 cm" 3 , re = 10 5 °K, T\=0, ven=2.5-10 6 s-1 , rin=1.25 • 10 5 s" 1 , rie = 2.08-10« s" 1 . a factor of ~10); only the wing co>o>LH is noticeably influenced. More pronounced changes and deviations from the cold plasma treatment in the domain co > coLH appear when condition (7) is drastically violated; in Fig. 5 an example is shown with relation (7) being violated by a factor 200; larger factors lead, of course, to even more extensive changes. The various power peaks occuring in Figs. 4 and 5 are the geometrical coupling resonances and are related to the radial eigenmodes; the peaks for co < coLH are the well known coupling resonances of the cold plasma approximation.
Additional structures may appear in the range co > coLH, which can be traced to geometrical coupling resonances of radial modes connected with the additional solution of h]_ 2 obtained by the assumption of finite pe . The wing co < coLH is affected to a -comparatively -limited extent. The geometric coupling resonances resulting from the cold plasma treatment are not completely erased and remain to be the dominant features in the range of the lower hybrid frequency even under these conditions. So far the ion pressure has been set zero in this chapter. As long as conditions (6) and (7) are fulfilled and thus the inclusion of finite pe is not important in this context, the inclusion of finite p, does not cause drastic changes either; even relatively high ion temperatures do not cause major changes, as illustrated by Fig. 6 for T[ = 10 Te (conditions related to those of Figure 3 ). The structure in the left wing of the lower hybrid resonance (co>coLH) pointed out in context of Figs. 4 and 5 is influenced by inclusion of finite the number of smal peaks in this domain is generally decreasing with increasing Tx.
Strong Pressure Influence
As soon as relation (6) is violated, strong changes due to finite pe may occur, the cold plasma treatment becoming a poor approximation. The s = 0.5 cm, p = 0.3 cm, co/2 ^=7 MHz, An = 2.7 • 10 14 cm~3, Ae = 2 • 10 10 cm -3 , re = 10 5O K, ri = 2-10 3O K, ven = 10 7 s-1 , rin = 5-10 5 s-1 , i'ie = 2.46 • 10 4 s" 1 .
domineering feature of coupling resonances in the domain co < com due to radial modes linked to that root of ki 2 which closely resembles the cold plasma solution k 2 , cannot be realized. The previously secondary role of radial modes for OJ>COlh (linked to the other "warm" root of k± 2 , which is introduced by finite pe) may now become prominent and decisively determines the structuring of transfered power as a function of the static magnetic field strength (or of the wave frequency). For Fig. 7 relation (6) is violated, though relation (7) is yet fulfilled. The curve for pe 0 differs considerably from that for pc = 0; the peak of the solid curve is related to a radial mode introduced by finite pe as discused above. A situation with relation (6) as well as relation (7) being violated is considered in Figure 8 . Two radial modes for OJ>COlh are prominent, and again there are considerable deviations from the cold plasma treatment. As pointed out before, in a narrow range around co = OJlh none of the two roots of kj_ 2 for pe 4= 0 is reminiscent of the single root for pe = 0, when the relation (7) In situations with strong influence of the electron pressure, such as depicted in Figs. 7 and 8 , also the influence of the ion pressure may be expected to be stronger than in the preceding section, in particular when pi becomes comparable with pe. This is fully born out by the typical examples given in Figures  9 and 10 . Except for the non-zero ion temperature 
IV. Influence of Various Collision Terms
So far examples with relatively strong electron neutral collision frequencies ven have been considered facilitating comparisons to I. By (8) an effective collision frequency -weighting the contributions of the three collisions considered -is defined in a certain context; it reflects the comparative influence of these collision frequencies in one Re(Z,) •Zfl' (gl Oe)" 2 --W coefficient of the dispersion relation and does not account for different grouping in other coefficients and should thus not necessarily be representative for the influence of the various collision frequencies in the final power expressions. Nevertheless it may be hoped that the weighting in (8) gives an approximation at least in the case of weak pressure influence. This expectation can be substantiated by comparative calculations with only one of the three vie, ven, and v-m being the non-zero collision frequency with the same value in each case. [The density factors in (8) are practically unity for the cases plotted.] In Fig. 11a typical situation of weak pressure influence is studied: Indeed vie and ven have -practically -the same influence on the power curves, whereas vin appears to have larger influence for Q\ Oe>(o 2 and weaker influence for i3e<co 2 , as suggested by the corresponding weight factor in (8). Comparative calculations for pe = p; = 0 are not included in the graphs any more.
When the pressure terms become important for the power calculations, the analysis of the influence of the three collision frequencies may seem to become more complicated. However, the behavior as Re(Zt)
|2

IZtl
The varying influence of the three collision frequencies has to be taken into account when the lower hybrid frequency is not approximated by the geometrical mean cyclotron frequency, i. e. when the relation cope 2 >Q 2 is violated. However, similar conclusion as in previous cases can be drawn as far as the basic features of the power transfer are concerned.
V. Summary
In the absence of domineering coupling resonances of radial modes in the range co < ooi^ik^ • p < n) electron and ion pressure may decisively influence the power transfer. This is likely to occur for plasmas of relatively low electron density and/or small radial extent. Moreover small values of (v/co) 2 /(pe/B0 2 /2 ju0) favour deviations from the predictions of the cold plasma treatment. 
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